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The unique existence of the time-global solution is shown for a

parabolic equation with a zero boundary condition.

certaln

1. Kntroduction

   In this paper, we consider, from a classical point of view, the following degenerate

parabolic equation

(1.1) zat(x, t)=x(1-x)uxx(x, t) (O<x<l,O<t< oo)

with boundary-initial conditions

(1.1)' u(x,O) === uo(x) (O$xSl),
(1.1)" za(o,t)-u(1,t)-::o (t)o),

   [as the case may be, suitable compatible conditions are imposed].

   We shall construct the solution to (1.1)-(1.l)'-(1.1)" by means of the theory of

integral equations and that of orthogonal functions. The uniqueness of the solution is

shown by the use of the maximum principle. The notation used is conventional, so that

we do not explain it in particular beforehand.

2. Preparation

   Firstly, we search for functions {U(x, t)} satisfying only (1.1)-(1.1)1 According to

the well-known method of separation of variables, if U(x, t) == X(x)T(t), then X(x)

and T(t) satisfy

(2.1) u(1- c) Xx"((,,[

,r)) = TT'((tt)) -- -A (A:const.),

whence we have for X(x) and T(t), resp.,

tPost-MC research student, Fac. Sci., Shinshu Univ.
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(2.2) c(1-ar)X"--AX (X(O):-X(1)-O),
(2.2)' T'=-AT (i.e. T(t)=coeTAt (c,:const.)),

where we note that the ordinary differential equation (2.2) is an hypergeometric one

with - evB == A, ev + B A- 1 := O and 7 == O, being of the Fuchsian type with singular points

at x == O,1. Thus, we have as solutions for (2.2), putting A =An ii (n -}- 1)(n + 2)(n :== O,

1, 2, -･),

(2'3) Xh(X) =:= 1;'-M
, m7A. F(-"-2, "+1, X X),

              (ev = -n-2, B ::= n+1 ; 7= J7Sl< +7)1)).

More exactly speaking,

(2.3)' xh(x) =x(1-x) e ,:"=, ("(fi)Sik?)k xk =- x(1-x)p.(x) (n-o, l, 2,･･･).

Moreover, each X)t(x) is to be expressed as

                   1 dn(2.4) Xh(x) -=                           [xn+1(1-nc)n+1],
                 (n+1)! dun

which turns out to be vaXLn+i(1-2t) dt, where Ln+i(x) is the Legendre polynomial of

(n+1)-th degree, satisfying .
                  d2                                d(2.5) (1-x2) du2 Ln+i(x)-2x ,l,v Ln"(x)+(n+1)(n+2)L,!+i(x)=e.

Lemma 2.1. (i) 71he fanctions {X)i} make an orthagonal system with weight w(x)

(w(x) == x(1 - x)) ; (ii)

         (p.,p,,). == ,Ciw( tr)pn( c)2 du ::= (X)!,X}')wJi =:: (n+1)(nl2)(2n+3) '

Proof. (i) By use of integration and subtraction we have easily,

                 (Am wu xln) (X)z,.Xlrt)u,-i = (Ant - An) (Pn,P7n)w = O,

which implies that

(2.6) (X)bX)n)w-i=(pn,pm)to=O (ni#m).

(ii) The result is obtained after applying integration by parts several times to

(.x},,xin).-i= ,4i;b (D'twn+i) (D'i zv n+i) cin:. (Q.E.D.)

                              n   Thus, it follows that Uh(jc , t) = : c,e-Akt XL(x) (n === e, 1, 2, ･･･) (ck : const.) satisfy

                              k==e
(1.1)-(1.1)rt.
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3. Somelemmas

   We state some lemmas before proceeding to the process of constructing the

solution of (1.1)-(1.1)'-(1.1)".

   Now, we consider the integral equation below, which corresponds to the ordinary

differential equation (2.2)",

(3.i) x(x) ::-All'iG(x,4) ill[e8)) de (o$x$i),

where G(x,6) is the kernel of the integral equation corresponding to the Dirichlet

eigenvalue problem y"= - pty (y(O) == y(1) == O), i.e.,

(3･i)' G(x･e-I[II:ji [f:.:i,

   [N.B. : .4i G(x, 6) w(6)ni de == -(1 - x)log(1 - x) - x logxf-{: log2 < 1,

                                            O S- G(x, 6)w(6)mi $ 1].

The equation (3.1) is to be changed into a symmetric form

(3.2) .51'(x)(=' or(?IIIs=( )) )=A.L'iC(v, {?).Xi'(c) de=A(iio .g'(Jc),

where

                                            (1 - x)8
                                                    (x ) 6)(3.2)r c(x, e) ==: G(x, s)w(x)-S w(e)-S =- 2 Il i]:

                                            (1 - x)S

   [N.B.: a(x, 8) -= G(4,x), O S. C$ 1].

Thus, {Xh(x)} of (2.3) satisfy,

(3'3) :l:iti X)) (== ki(x)) == AnCo Si3 (x) == An Co

                                    (An == (n+1)(n+2)),

Lemma. 3.1. (i) s.u,?yg'id;(x,6)2czg, s1 (l == [o,11);(ii)

(3.4) yCi(a (x,, s) -C(x,, s))2 de sslx2-xilt.

Proof.

(i) Xia(x, 6)2 ck;, == i-.X AXi-46 cie+i-X. I'i-e4 de $x+(i-x)

  (x S- 8)･

Xh(x)

  (n := e, 1, 2, ･･･).

=1.

ttSee the afterword of this paper.
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(ii) Let xi be smaller than x2 (xi< x2), which does not violate the generality. Now,

(3.s) XIi(G(xi, e) - C(x2, s))2 de -,CXi[･･･]2 de + llf2[･･･]2 de +,4i[･･･]2 de -=L+h+k.

We estimate L, taking notice of the inequalities,

            1-xl Vi El 1-x, 1-x2 1
              Vl

(3.7) k$-iL(x2-xi)e
                Xl

(3.7)' I,s. 1,
              Xl

             $2VIilE='llT"

             s.2V5F2br (S

Hence we have as a result,

(3.8) I, S.2 JJil=llirf

In the same way, for k follows a

(3.8)' h$2ViEiiilil' (os

Moreover, we obtain for h,

(3.9) h-AZ [...]2 de s :21 .

because O S G(xi, g) $ 1 and O S

   According to lemma 3.1,

(3.lo) laof(x)l$IIfll.2 (sc

(3.lo)' IG o f(xi) - di o f(x2)1 $

Therefore, the functions {G

equicontinuous, which leads us to

completely continuous as an

CO([O,1]) into itself (cf. Yoshid

Lemma. 3.2. Let gy(x)E CO([O,1])

(3.11) y(x)=AGo-iil

TIPzen it hol`ls for y(x) that

                         s VJEE-='Zffr (O<x,<x2$1),
              Xl X2 Xl
          1 -l xl taXrg de $ x, x, (o < xl s. -ll-),

                 '
(a:2 - xi) e a:i.4Xr IEIiS4 =:-:;r(x2 - ci)(-log(1-xi))

        Sl{lll . fiiil;(-iog(i-xi))

         - S- ui < gr2 $ 1)

     (O$x,<x,S1)

           sjmilar estjmate,

         x, < x, S 1).

            clS == x2 - xl $ VZifFIEI,

         G(x2, 8) $ 1. As a final result, our assertion (3.4) holds.

                                            (Q.ED.)
      for any f(x) E CO((O , 1)) n L2([O , 1]), we have inequalities,

            hwarz's inequality),

            filx2-xiIt11fllL2 (Schwarz'sinequality).

         of(x);UfliL2gl} are uniformly bounded and
            Ascoli-Arzela's theorem of choice, so that a is

       operator from L2([O,1]) into itself as well as one from

        a[14]).

           satM, for some AE R',

           (x)(=ANMJ((II55-) e ( o th (ar)).
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(3.11)' ly(x)1S Cililllgy l`O' zv(x) (Ci: positive const,).

Proof. We write (3.11) in a concrete form,

           y(x) -:: z.(i G(x･ 4) wl4) Y(8) de(3.12)

                                       '               =A[fX ll L-f gy(e) de+,4ify(e de],from which we have firstly,

   '
          lzi(x)1$1A1 e 1(1-Jc)log(1- v)+xlog vlA e 1y1(O) (O< u<1),(3.13)

Noting that

(3.13)' l･･･IA $ zv( v)al(1-x)i-a e x-alog(1-a:)+ vi-a(1- v)-aloga IB

              # C( a) w(x) a, (C( ev) = s.u,?l･-･IB $ 4,, (O< ev< 1)),

We easily have the inequality

                                            '
(3.14) ly(t)1$[,lic(ev)lyl(e)zv(u)a (o$x$1)

By use of the estimate (3.14) we again estimate y(x) in (3.12), which brings forth

another result, i.e.,

(3.is) ly(x)1 $M12c( ev)lyl(o)ZI'iG(x, e)w(s)a-i crk? ･

            $ l ,a i2c(ev)l y l(O)[(1-x)[xa{1-(1- v)a} -l- x(1- ar)a(1- Jtr cr)]

            = IAI2c(ev)Iyl(O) w(x) [xafb(x, ev)+(1- v)a.fb(1-x, ev)]c,

where fo(x, ev) is a continuous function on [O,1] such that (cf. [6],[12])

(3.16) 1-(1-x)a =::xe fo(x, cr) (a>O),

        [N.B.: OS fo(x, ev) S- 1, fo(O, a) - ev, fo(1, ev) -1].

Thus, we have our assertion with Ci== inf {C(ev)[･･･]c}(S4).
                               aE(O,1)
                                                             (Q.E.D.)

Lemma. 3.3. Let gy(x) andZ be the same as in Lemma 3.2. 7'Zten y'(O) andy'(1) exist.

P7oof. According to (3.12), gy'(x) has an expression

(3.i7) y'(x) =- A[-rdX il6 y(e) de +1i-}y(e de] (o<x<i),

whence we have, by (3.11)', the boundedness of g'(x), i.e.,

(3･18) lzi'(a:)1 S 1A1[,(I'" 1 ill ,f, 1 gy(8) 1 de + .IIi?I y(e:lr)l de]

               $ IA I2 c,I y 1(o) [li' Xs de + II i(1- s) de] $ -Ili- A2 c,1 gy I(o), (o <i < 1).
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Next, for x and x' such that O< x'<x< 1, it holds that

(3.ig) ly'(Jc)- gx'( ut)1- m1e -,41jr iilis z/(e) ctgt -.1[ff -i4 i/(.Jf) de

                   s lA 12c,1 z/ 1(o) [.L[fefi cis +.4ijr(i- (?)cne]

                   = 1A l2Cil st 1(O' la - Jc'I,

which implies the existence of lim y'(x) and y'(O), at the same time guaranteeing their
                        x-.+oequality. The same holds for x=l. (QE.D.)

Lemma. 3.4. Let y(x) and A be as in Lemma 3.2. 777zen (i) y(x) has a foua,

(3.20) gy(x)=-zv(x)h(x), (h(x)EC2((O,1))nCQ([O,1]),

where

(3.2o)･ h(x)-Izfg,]W,IXI-6,,-(£,f,9`,k'=.,,.

Moreover, (ii) A is Positive for gy(x)fO, and (iii) yE C2([O,1]).

Proof. (i) The assertion is obvious by the strength of lemmas 3.2 and 3.3, as seen

below,

(3.21) Y'(O) == 1i-' M, Y(X) iY(O) === lil rp, .(Yl(l).) - 2i-' m, h(x),

              y'(1) == - lim la(x).
                      x-1-O

(ii) From (3.11) we have, for a small number E(> O),

(3.22) Yl 'MEy"(x)y(x) du = y'(x)y(x) 11-E, -][l'LEy'(x)2du

                             = .,f'-e y.((x.'i du-

Since y(x) belongs to Ci([O, 1]) by lemmas 3.2 and 3.3, letting e tend towards O, we see

that

(3.22)' Aigy(x)2du-A.,4'i Y.'((X.))2 a(x,

which irrtplies the positivity of A.

(iii) Remark that y"(x) ::= -Ah(x). (Q.E.D.)

Lemma. 3.5. 7';lze system of .functions {ISLz = Vib'p.} is complete in

       9iU --{Jiilf ; fE CO([O,1])}.
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Proof. It suffices to demonstrate that Parseval's equality holds for an arbitrary

ViJ/f E y, i.e.,

(3.23) f(Jifff)2 du -X wf2 du

                      ::= Eco.,(I ViU"f -51h du)2 = ,Zoo=,(I wf p. du)2,

where Mz and pn (n == O,1,2, ･･･) are normalized respectively with weight 1 and weight

w. Now, according to Bernstein ([2]), the sequence of polynomials {Ai(Je)} defined by

(3.24) A(x) - te.,(kn)f(t)xk(1-x)n-k (n := o,1,2,-･)

converges uniformly to f(x) on [O,1]. Each Ai(x) is to be expressed as

                      n
(3.24)' A,(x) =Z C£"'p.(x) (n == O,1,2,･･･).
                     k=O
For an arbitrary E(>O), there exists NE N such that

                                 tl
(3.25) V(x) wu A(x)1= f(x)-: C£'i'pn(x) <e (VnkN).
                                k==O
It is obvious by Bessel's inequality and the orthogonality of {p.} with weight zv that

(3.26) o$ .C zof2 du - ,:"=,(,C zofp, du)2 = .i w･ f- ,:n=,(vC wf p, cinr)p,2du

                   $ .Lw f(x) - ,:O=O, c£")p,(x) 2 (ix < Tsx2 ,

which shows the validity of (3.23). (Q.E.D.)

Lemma 3.6. 4 for some A(=# O) such that A iE] A. (n=O,1,2,･･･), y(x) satisies (3,11),

tlaen gy (x) ! O.

P7'oof. Assume that y(x) !E O. Then, by leTnma 3.4, y(x) has a form y(x) == w(x)h(x)

(hE CO([O,I]), hili O), Next, we have easily

            A7, i( gy-', j?iti) = (y-', C okt) ::= (a o y"", >ll,) - Ami( y-, .511,), (y"" rm- yzv mS),

(3.27) (Ani- ,aEi) (y-, k,)-O,

            (yN, JSL,) = (wh, pn) = O.

   Putting f==h in (3.23), we obtain fwla2du==O, which implies that y(x)=

w(x)h(x) ==O (contradiction). (Q.E.D.)
   Corollary of lemma 3.6 7-;lze set of eigenvaimes of a and that of eigewfunctions

of (i are equal to {R.}:?,=e and {.2h};?,-mo, resPectiveCy.
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Proof. By the lemma, it is obvious. (Q.E.D.)

Lemma. 3.7. [ZIVze system of {X),}:=o is complete in CO([O,1]).

Proof. Let f(x) belong to CO([O,1]), being such that (L .Xh) ::= O (n == O,1,2,･･･). Then

we have,

(3.28) O- (f, k) =: A. (f, Cogi)-A. (Cof, Xh)

              =:: An (Go th,p.) (n=O, 1, 2, '''),

where we note that p.(x) is a polynomial of n-th degree for each n. Thus, it follows

that

(3.29) Go th (x) (c CO([O,1])) ii O,

which implies that

(3.29)' O=- th2, (Go th)=:=- th                                     (O <x< 1).

Therefore, frorn fc CO([O,1]) follows that f(x) ==O (O$xS1). (Q.E.D.)

Lemma. 3.8. (A. A. Markov's lnequality, [5],[8]). Let Qn(x) be a Polynomial of n-th

dagree, satzshing

(3.30) IQn(x)1$M (OSxSl).

7'IPzen it holcls that

(3.30)' IQ;,(x)1$2n2M (Osxsl).

P7oof. See [5],[8], etc. (Q.ED.)

4. Main theorem.

  Here we shall construct the solution of (1.1)-(1.1)'-(1.1)", giving a certain condition

upon the initial data uo(x). Firstly, we define a formal series solution U(x,t) for our

problem by

                               '(4.1) U( u, t) = .]iO Ia]=,(.C uo( t:).[5(),(a:)w( v)-ialv) e-A"` X),(x)

                     co                   = : ane-A"t .X}i( tr),
                     n=O

                   (A== (n+1)(n+2) ; Xh's are each normalized with weight zv-i).

   Now, we apply to our problem the following Hilbert-Schmidt expansion theorem,
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where the kernel C(x, t) is completely continuous as an operator from CO([O,1]) into

itself (cf.[14]):

   Hilbert-Schmidt Expansion Theorem ([1], [13], [14], etc.).

                                   oo   thr any facnction fE CO([O,1]) the serz'es Z (a o f, gi)ki converges to G o f(jc) in

                                   n=O
an absolute and unijbrm way, where

             C o f(x) == .C G(x,e)f(8) de･

(4.2)
             (ao f, xrh) -= .C (Go f) (eJL,(e de.

   If we put t == O in U(x, t), then we have formally for U(x,O) :== uo(x),

(4.3) zao(x) = S (uo, zv-i Xh)Xh(x) = w(x)t k(uo,w-Sk).5Li(x).

                 n=O n=O
We seek a suffLcient condition on uo for the equality (4.3) to hold. Since, under the

assumption uo E C2([O,1]), uo satisfies

(4.4) bl6' == -(-u6'), za,(O) === za,(1) -=O (whence u,E zv･CO([O,1])),

we can express uo as

(4. 5) uo(x) == .C G(x, 4)(-u6'(6))de =- w(x)elG(x, 4) (- wS u6')(4) de.

Thus, we have:

Lemma. 4.1. ff we assunze that

(4･6) (1loi,:,c,;ung.:,ii,(O,/,goyll),(n[ofiii()io･1)) (uo(o)-uo(i)-=o)･

then zae(x) is to be ew)ancied absoltztely and zanij2)rnzly on [O,1] as below,

(4.7) u,(x) ==: w(x)S S(Ce (- wtu6'), k,) .k,(x) = :Ili] (u,, wmi X}i)X>i(x),

                    n=O n=O                                    '
wlaere we note that

(4.7), (Go(-.t.6･),xrh)--(.e.6f,ao.sL,)--(,,t.6t, lf,ii)

                             '
          =::;-(za6', :ill.li ) :=:m(uo, li,lin')==(uo, t li )(-'an).

Lemma. 4.2. Fbr each Xh(x), normali2ed with weight w-i, it holcls that

(4.8) IX>il`O' S M. = (n+1) (n+2) .
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Proof From the equation XA'+A.wrmiXh =O we easily obtain

(4 .9) f(XA)2 du = Anf W-' XZ du == An･

whence iX),1(O'$.C (XA)2 du-VJI;;. (Q.E.D.)

Lemma. 4.3. Fbr the series (4.7) we have an estimate

(4'10) .*.,(oro'W-iJCi)X)i(X) $(.*.,babSe(.IS,'Jl )t (kSl)'

boof

(4 ･ 11) (u,, zv-' Xh)X}, - ( (; o (- wt or 6')X,)Xh =:: (m wtu6', Cigh)Xh

           =:= ( rm zvtu 6', k) AnMi X>i == bnA n-i -X)i, (n =: O, 1, 2, '' '),

           (bn iii ( rm zvtu 6', -ki) = anAn),

where we note that

                 ]Si) b?, = ( zve u 6', wS u 6') (Parseval's equality),

                n==O(4'11)'
=O , Al. =.:e=O, (.+1)1(n+2) == L

By (4.11),

       : (uo, zv-iX}i) X>i( tr) S : 1 bn 1 " 1A;,il " 1 X), 1`O'

       n=k                          n=h
          $ ,tg.,l bnlAIS S (.*.,b?i)S(.*.,uJlr, )t･ (Q.E.D.)

Lemma. 4.4. Udader the assumption (4.6) on uo, the series U(ct) of (4.1) converges

absolutely and unijbrnzly on [O,1]×[O,oo). Moreovez for t>O, Ulo(a t), Ulex(Je t) and

Ut(x, t) exis4 being etipressed respectively as below,

                               oo                       Ule( v, t) == : anX;,(x)e-ant,
                               tl=O
                                co(4･12) Ll]cx(x,t)=Xa.X;I(x)e-""t,
                               ll==O
                                 oo                       Ul(x, t) :== rm X anAnXh(x)e7A"t,
                                n=e

where, for an arbitva7y Positive fo, each convergence is absol2tte and unlprm on [O,1]×

[fo,oo), which implies that Ule, U]vx and U} are continuozts there.

Proof It is generally well known that, if {h(x) c Ci([O,1])} converges to f(x) on [O,
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1] and {f'n(x)} does to g(x) uniformly on [O,1], then f'(x) == g(x). Also, for t > O, em"'t`

< l!(1+AS,t`)"i(VlEN). By virtue of these relations and lemmas 3.8, 4.IA-4.4, our

assertion is obtained. (Q.ED.)
Main Theorem. dnder the assumption (4.6) on uo, there ecists a unique solution

u(x,t) of (1.1)-(1.1)'-(1.1)", belongi7rg to CO([0,1]×[0, T]) A C2'i([O,1]×(O, T]) for an

arbit7zz7:y T E (O, oo). Moreovez

(4.13) 11u(X,t)I S- luol(O' , lux(x,t)ISAi,S.,b?,=A,Do,

               (luxx(x,t)1$A2Do , lut(x,t)IS-A3Do.

Proof It is obvious that u(x,t):=U(x,t) in (4.1) with the condition (4.6) given

upon uo, satisfies (1.1)-(1.1)". It remains for us to demonstrate (i) the continuity,of

u(x, t) at t==:O, (ii) the uniqueness of the solution, and (iii) the inequality in (4.13).

(i) The sequence {An(t):=:e-A"t} is positive and monotonically decreasing in n. Putting

Bn(x)==anX}i(x), we express u(x,l)-uo(x) as follows:

                             co(4.14) u(x,t)-uo(X)=:[An(t)Bn(x)-An(O)Bn(x)]
                            n=O
                   N oo                 ==Z(An(t)-1)Bn(X)+ : (An(t)-1)Bn(x)･
                  n=O n=N+1
                     coSince IAn(t)-II<1 and ZBn(x) converges absolutely and uniformly in x, for an
                    n=O
arbltrary E( > O) there exists N E N such that

  co X (An(t)-1)Bn(x) < a Nextly, it holds that
n==N+1

(4.15) Z(An(t)nl)Bn(x) $ (1-AN(t)) Z IBn(x)l $ (1-AN(t))va,
                                      n=O            n=O
             (Mb == Eiu,? ,S.,]Bn([z)1 +1< oo).

For Mbrm'e, there exists fo( > O) such that O $ 1-AN( t) < Mb- iE (O $ t S fo), Thus we

have,

(4.ls)' lu(x, t) - u,(x)l < 2E, (O $ tS fo(e, Ar(E))).

(ii) We assume that u(x,t)*O. Now, put v(x,t) == e-"`u(x,t)(pt >O). Then v(x,t)

satisfies

(4 i6) (:?.: 8,-ll'U.t,aft:jy,:..eviX,regx.,-. ,"v･

If v(x, t) takes its maximum as a positive number at (xi, ti) E nT = (O,1)×(O,T](0 < T

< oo), then vt(xi, ti) l O, vxx(xi, ti) $ O. Therefore,
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(4.17) O $ vt(xi, ti) - W(Xi)V..(Xi, ti) = - ptV(Xi, ti) < O

which is contradictory. Similar}y v(x,t) does not take its minimum as a negative

number in S)T. As a conclusion, we have

              min[0, min zao(x)] $ v(x, t) $ max[O,max uo(x)],

(4.ls) Iv(u,t)1$Iuol`O' (ost$T),

              lu(x, t)I $ inf e"tluol`O' = luol(O' (O s t $ T).

                       p>o
We note that the third inequality also holds for u(x, t) i! O. Hence, if there are two

functions ui(x,t) and u2(x,t) satisfying (1.1)-(1.1)'-(l.1)", then Ibli(x,t)- u2(x,t)I=::

I(ui - za2)(a:,o)i(O) = o.

(iii) The four inequalities are obvious by (4.18), and by lemmas 3.8 and 4.IN4.4, where

we note that Xh(x) is a polynomial of (n+2)-th degree for each n and that the

followjng jnequalitjes hoJd,

                I2(n+2)2e-A"' $ Ai, 4(n+2)4e-""` $ A2,
(4.19)
                tR.e-ant$ A3 (Ai,A2,A3 are positive constants).

                                                     (Q.E.D.)

Afterword: Strictly speaking, there may be need to make some comment on the

correspondence relation between the differential equation (2.2) and the integral

equation (3.l). However, we only make a remark that it plays an important role that

the differential equation (2.2) is of the Fuchsian type with singular points at x=O, 1. In

this paper, we have made discussions on the basis of the integral equation (3.1), almost

independently of the differential equations (2.2). Lastly, we add, for reference, that, if

X(x) satisfies (2.2), then X'(x)=O(logx)(O<x$1/2) and X'(x)=O(log(1-x))(1/2$

x<1), which is derived directly from (2.2), and, accordingly, that X(x) is to be

expressed in the form of (3.1).
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